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Australia takes up space in 2018 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

from the CSIRO blog... 

 

You might have heard that Australia will be establishing its own space agency. But you might also be wondering what 

that actually means. Does it mean we’ll be sending rockets to Mars? Or landing the first Aussie on the Moon? A 

review into Australia’s space industry capability is currently underway and due to deliver its recommendations on the 

shape of the national space agency to the Australian Government soon. 

 

What we do know is that much has changed since the space race of the ’50s and ’60s. When most people think of a 

space industry, they think about big projects like the International Space Station, the Voyager program, or the Mars 

rovers – but today organisations are launching their own satellites, and they are the size of a loaf of bread. So we’re 

asking ourselves, what’s next for this new frontier? Here are the top five trends we see for the space industry in 2018. 

 

Growth in global collaboration 

For Australia to be successful in the global space market, technical capabilities alone won’t be enough. The most 

successful innovation is driven by partnerships. Today we’ve announced that our nearly 30-year research and 

development relationship with international aerospace company Boeing will enter a new phase: we’ll be working 

together on space technologies as both our organisations focus on the opportunities presented by Australia’s fast-

growing space industry. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The joint research will explore 

opportunities for space infrastructure 

and ground-based space facilities in 

Australia that could be beneficial for a 

range of space-related activities. 

Other possible areas of space-related 

research include the development of 

novel materials, sensors and software 

for data analytics. 

 

Big data 

2018 will see the greatest amount of 

data ever captured from space, from 

satellites observing Earth from above 

and via instruments on the ground 

seeking to learn more about the 

Universe in which we live. 

 Bracewell is one of our large scale scientific computing systems for deep 

learning, a key approach to furthering progress towards artificial intelligence. 



ttps://www.flickr.com/people/leonardlow/ 
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When our new ASKAP radio telescope is complete it will be transmitting a mind-boggling amount of data at a rate of 
one terabit per second from each of its 36 antennas, to be processed at our observatory site and via the Pawsey 
Supercomputing Centre in Perth. 
 

Our researchers co-developed the original Australian 
Geoscience Data Cube in a close collaboration led by 
Geoscience Australia and with National Computational 
Infrastructure. This has now grown to become an 
international ‘OpenDataCube’ partnership, which supports 
the establishment and operation of over 25 Data Cubes 
around the world. These are capable of housing and 
processing petabytes of global satellite Earth observation 
data from multiple satellites. 
 
Not only do we need massive computing power to handle 
the massive volumes of data from space, we also need to 
interpret that data – more than any human could sift 
through in a lifetime. That’s where automated techniques 
come in. Our teams are using machine and deep learning 
techniques to interrogate big data sets in ways that would 
otherwise be impossible or far too time consuming. 

Our ASKAP telescope is the fastest radio telescope in 

the world for surveying the sky. 

Faster and more frequent detection of major events 
In 2017 we saw the detection of major astronomical events, including more gravitational waves and fast radio bursts. 
And we’re likely to see more of these and in much greater detail as new telescopes come online. 
 
We’ve been leading the way in the development of new technologies for telescopes here in Australia and around the 
world that will help to paint an even richer picture of the Universe. 
 
In fact, we’ve just delivered a 19-beam receiver or ‘radio camera’ for the world’s largest single-dish telescope, FAST, 
in China. We expect that FAST will discover many new pulsars (rapidly spinning neutron stars) that may, in the future, 
be used as navigation tools for space travel. 
 
Life on Earth 
It’s not just looking out into space that will be bigger and better in 2018. It will be the year we are able to see planet 
Earth more clearly than ever before. This will be made possible in part because of the increasing rate at which small 
satellites, called CubeSats, are being launched into space. Together with larger satellites, we’re being provided with a 
wealth of data about our planet from which we can gain valuable insights for managing natural environments, and 
creating agricultural and industrial opportunities. 
 
Last September we announced that we would be taking a 10 per cent share of the NovaSAR satellite due to be 
launched early this year. We’ll be running this as a national facility, giving Australian researchers access to near-real-
time radar Earth observation data over Australia and worldwide. This data could be used in disaster response which 
is particularly significant during bushfire season. 
 
Democratisation of space access 
2018 will also see space become accessible to more people. This will be in line with increased venture capital 
investment in start-up space companies and the growth of boutique space agencies focused on niche areas. There is 
a growing number of Australian small-to-medium businesses seeing challenges and opportunities presented by this 
new era in space – Space 2.0. 
 
The range of partnerships, joint ventures, co-investing and licensing options we have to offer will help position 
Australia at the centre of ‘new space’. These include Main Sequence Ventures, our new venture capital company, 
which is looking to invest in Australian deep tech ideas from publicly-funded organisations and SMEs who partner 
with a publicly funded organisation. 
 
This year is really the year of space and it’s safe to say, we’re excited about the future and the role that Australia, and 
we, can play. 
 
Article source: https://blog.csiro.au/australia-takes-up-space-in-2018/ 

 

https://blog.csiro.au/australia-takes-up-space-in-2018/
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Earth scientists recommend smaller, cheaper missions to maximise science returns over the next decade 

 

Improving weather forecasts, predicting sea-level rise, and understanding ecosystem change top a new list of 

priorities for future US Earth-observing satellites. 

 

The US National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine released the much-anticipated report on 5 

January. It is likely to shape the future of Earth-science missions at NASA, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Administration (NOAA) and the US Geological Survey for the next decade. More immediately, it provides scientists 

and agency leaders with ammunition to argue for Earth-observing research at a time when the White House and 

some members of Congress are looking to slash it. 

 

“This is a very important process, having the community speak up and come up with a consensus set of priorities,” 

says Antonio Busalacchi, president of the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research (UCAR) in Boulder, 

Colorado. “Congress reads these, staffers read them, agencies pay attention in a very serious way.” 

 

Focus on benefits 

Unlike the last ‘decadal survey’, released in 2007, the new report focuses on science questions that need to be 

answered, rather than prioritising particular spacecraft designs. It underscores how the data collected by Earth-

observing missions benefit society and national security, from farmers who rely on drought assessments to the US 

military, which uses NASA and NOAA satellite data to plan its operations. 

 

“Earth information is a critical part of our lives,” says Waleed Abdalati, director of the Cooperative Institute for 

Research in Environmental Sciences (CIRES) in Boulder, and co-chair of the group that wrote the report. 

 

The analysis identified 35 key scientific questions to answer, including understanding how the planet’s water cycle is 

changing, learning why powerful storms occur where and when they do, and reducing the uncertainty in projections of 

future warming. It identifies aerosol particles, clouds and changes in mass across Earth's surface as among the most 

important environmental variables to study. 

 

“I definitely think they did the right thing,” says Steven Nerem, an expert in satellite-based Earth measurements at 

CIRES. “We’re doing this for science, and how science will benefit society. With those things you make different 

decisions about which missions you might prioritise.” 

 

NASA used the 2007 decadal survey as a blueprint for deciding what Earth-science instruments and missions to 

pursue. Tight budgets meant that many of the projects never came to pass, while others were delayed for years. (The 

ICESat-2 mission to measure polar ice sheets, which the 2007 survey recommended launching between 2010 and 

2013, is now slated to go up in September 2018.) 

 

Mission control 

The latest report recommends that NASA establish a ‘designated’ category of missions in the next decade to observe 

the highest-priority variables. It calls for the agency to develop five of these spacecraft, with two capped at $800 

million each, and the remaining three at $650 million, $500 million and $350 million, respectively. 

 

The analysis also suggests funding three ‘Earth System Explorers’, at no more than $350 million apiece, to address 

the second tier of priorities – such as monitoring the levels of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, and how much 

melting glaciers and ice sheets contribute to sea-level rise. And it recommends continuing the small-scale Earth 

Venture program with two missions of $150 million or less. 

Long-awaited U.S. report charts course for studies of Earth from space  
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NASA currently spends just under $2 billion a year on its Earth-science division, although the White House has 

proposed cutting that to $1.75 billion. The agency is planning to launch more than 15 Earth-science missions and 

instruments by 2023. Some of those already satisfy priorities laid out in the latest report, such as the planned launch 

of the next pair of US-German GRACE satellites. The probes are designed to measure variations in gravity to 

calculate shifts in mass on the Earth’s surface, such as those that occur when ice sheets melt. Other priorities, 

including the monitoring of aerosol levels, are not addressed by planned missions, says report co-chair Bill Gail, co-

founder of the Global Weather Corporation in Boulder. 

 

The report's authors say that NASA could implement their recommendations by working new missions into its future 

budgets, for a total of $3.4 billion over the next decade. “We think it can be done, but it requires diligence on the part 

of the agency to be sure there isn’t creep in scope or cost,” says Abdalati. 

 

NOAA is working to set priorities for satellites that monitor weather on Earth and in space. The agency's preliminary 

findings will be presented next week at a meeting of the American Meteorological Society in Austin, Texas. "There 

was one clear area of overlap," says Richard Anthes, president emeritus at UCAR. Both the NOAA study and the 

decadal survey recommend developing a mission to study atmospheric winds in three dimensions to improve weather 

forecasts. 

 

These priority-setting exercises are meant to prod researchers into new ways of thinking about how to study the Earth 

from space. “Ten years from now, I want people to be able to look back and say, ‘that really did push us to be 

innovative and creative in the way we approached pressing Earth-science problems’,” Abdalati says. “‘In ways that 

allowed us to do more than we otherwise could have.’” 

 

Article source: https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-00024-6 
 

US government satellites monitor Earth’s atmosphere, tracking everything from storm activity to 

greenhouse-gas levels. Credit: NASA/NOAA 
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A bread loaf-sized satellite has produced the world’s first map of the global distribution of atmospheric ice in the 883-

Gigahertz band, an important frequency in the sub-millimetre wavelength for studying cloud ice and its effect on 

Earth’s climate. 

 

IceCube – the diminutive spacecraft that deployed from the International Space Station in May 2017 – has 

demonstrated-in-space a commercial 883-Gigahertz radiometer developed by Virginia Diodes Inc. (VDI) of 

Charlottesville, Virginia, under a NASA Small Business Innovative Research contract. It is capable of measuring 

critical atmospheric cloud ice properties at altitudes between 5 -15 km. 

 

NASA scientists pioneered the use of sub-millimetre wavelength bands, which fall between the microwave and 

infrared on the electromagnetic spectrum, to sense ice clouds. However, until IceCube, these instruments had flown 

only aboard high-altitude research aircraft. This meant scientists could gather data only in areas over which the 

aircraft flew. 

NASA’s small spacecraft produces first 883-Gigahertz global ice cloud map  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“With IceCube, scientists now have 

a working sub-millimetre 

radiometer system in space at a 

commercial price,” said Dong Wu, 

a scientist and IceCube principal 

investigator at NASA’s Goddard 

Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, 

Maryland. “More importantly, it 

provides a global view on Earth’s 

cloud-ice distribution.” 

 

Sensing atmospheric cloud ice 

requires that scientists deploy 

instruments tuned to a broad range 

of frequency bands. However, it’s 

particularly important to fly sub-

millimetre sensors. This 

wavelength fills a significant data 

gap in the middle and upper 

troposphere where ice clouds are 

often too opaque for infrared and 

visible sensors to penetrate. It also 

reveals data about the tiniest ice 

particles that can’t be detected 

clearly in other microwave bands. 

 

 
The technical challenge 

IceCube’s map is a first of its kind and bodes well for future space-based observations of global ice clouds using sub-

millimetre-wave technology, said Wu, whose team built the spacecraft using funding from NASA’s Earth Science 

Technology Office’s (ESTO) In-Space Validation of Earth Science Technologies (InVEST) program and NASA’s 

Science Mission Directorate CubeSat Initiative. The team’s challenge was making sure the commercial receiver was 

sensitive enough to detect and measure atmospheric cloud ice using as little power as possible. 

IceCube Principal Investigator Dong Wu set out to demonstrate a commercial 

883-Gigahertz radiometer in space, but ended up getting much more: the 

world’s first ice-cloud map in that frequency. Here he is pictured holding  

the instrument. Credit: NASA 
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Ultimately, the agency wants to infuse this type of receiver into an ice-cloud imaging radiometer for NASA’s proposed 

Aerosol-Cloud-Ecosystems, or ACE, mission. Recommended by the National Research Council, ACE would assess 

on a daily basis the global distribution of ice clouds, which affect the Earth’s emission of infrared energy into space 

and its reflection and absorption of the Sun’s energy over broad areas. Before IceCube, this value was highly 

uncertain. 

 

Multiple lessons learned 

In addition to demonstrating sub-millimetre-wave observations from space, the team gained important insights into 

how to efficiently develop a CubeSat mission, determining which systems to make redundant and which tests to forgo 

because of limited funds and a short schedule, said Jaime Esper, IceCube’s mission systems designer and technical 

project manager at Goddard. 

 

“It wasn’t an easy task,” said Negar Ehsan, IceCube’s instrument system lead. “It was a low-budget project” that 

required the team to develop both an engineering test unit and a flight model in a relatively short period of time.  

 

The team used commercial off-the-shelf components, including VDI’s radiometer. The components came from 

multiple commercial providers and didn’t always work together harmoniously, requiring engineering. The team not 

only integrated the radiometer to the spacecraft, but also built spacecraft ground-support systems and conducted 

thermal-vacuum, vibration, and antenna testing at Goddard and Wallops. 

 

“IceCube isn’t perfect,” Wu conceded, referring to noise or slight errors in the radiometer’s data. “However, we can 

make a scientifically useful measurement. We came away with a lot of lessons learned from this CubeSat project, and 

next time engineers can build it much more quickly.” 

 

“This is a different mission model for NASA,” Wu continued. “Our principal goal was to show this small mission could 

be done. The question was, could we advance space technology with a low-cost CubeSat developed under an 

effective government-commercial partnership. I believe the answer is yes.” 

 

Small satellites, including CubeSats, are playing an increasingly larger role in exploration, technology demonstration, 

scientific research and educational investigations at NASA, including: planetary space exploration; Earth 

observations; fundamental Earth and space science; and developing precursor science instruments like cutting-edge 

laser communications, satellite-to-satellite communications and autonomous movement capabilities. 

 

To find out more, visit: https://www.nasa.gov/feature/goddard/2018/nasa-s-small-

spacecraft-produces-first-883-gigahertz-global-ice-cloud-map 

 

In May 2017, hydrologist Antarpreet Jutla and a team of civil scientists used predictive algorithms to forecast an 

outbreak of cholera in Yemen. Cholera, a waterborne bacterial disease, primarily blooms during hot and dry seasons 

in coastal, developing countries lacking sophisticated sanitation and water infrastructure. To identify areas where 

these conditions are prevalent, Jutla’s team used satellite imagery to monitor temperature patterns, water storage, 

population migration, regional topography, and precipitation throughout Yemen. That data was fed into a processing 

algorithm that predicted areas most likely to experience an outbreak in the near future – particularly cities in West 

Yemen along the Red Sea. 

 

Less than a month later, the model’s predictions rang true. Because the algorithms were built and tested using data 

from other regions, such as the Bengal Delta in South Asia, the team did not anticipate such accurate results in 

Yemen and chose not to preemptively warn local officials of the model’s predictions. In June, highly populated cities 

along the country’s West coast (including Al Hudaydah, Hajjah, and Taiz) saw tens of thousands of inhabitants suffer 

moderate to severe cholera symptoms. 

Forecasting disease from space  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.nasa.gov/feature/goddard/2018/nasa-s-small-spacecraft-produces-first-883-gigahertz-global-ice-cloud-map
https://www.nasa.gov/feature/goddard/2018/nasa-s-small-spacecraft-produces-first-883-gigahertz-global-ice-cloud-map
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The epidemic confirmed the model’s effectiveness beyond the team’s expectations. The refinement of such a system 

to a near-certain level of accuracy would offer huge advantages to hospitals and medical professionals, such as the 

ability to prepare treatment facilities and appropriately allocate supplies and vaccinations. 

 

A similar disease forecasting effort in fall 2017 predicted malaria outbreaks in the Peruvian Amazon. NASA has 

partnered with university researchers who leverage NASA’s satellite fleet to identify areas where popular breeding 

grounds for the anopheles darlingi mosquito (the species most responsible for spreading malaria) overlap with 

concentrated human populations, leading to high infection rates. Using the Land Data Assimilation System (LDAS), 

NASA can pinpoint warm temperatures and calm waters like ponds or groundwater flooding – ideal conditions for 

darlingi to lay eggs. Regional models analyse this data and jump forward 12 weeks to predict where malaria is most 

likely to erupt. Health ministries are then encouraged to administer preventative treatment, bed nets, and other 

resources to specific health posts throughout Peru. 

 

Disease forecasting remains an imperfect science, but as it is refined to a point of repeated, reliable accuracy, it will 

play a more significant role in containing and responding to dangerous disease outbreaks. 

 

Article source: http://trajectorymagazine.com/forecasting-disease-space/ 

 

In the current edition of Geospatial World, 53 geospatial industry leaders speak their mind on the latest trends, new 

opportunities and industry transformation. Reproduced here is one of these articles. 

 

The transient advantage paradigm 

Robert Laudati, Managing Director, Harris Geospatial Solutions 

 

Over the last several years, geospatial technology has continued to expand its potential as a means to help solve 

complex business problems in industries far beyond the traditional ‘mapping and GIS’ user base. In the remote 

sensing and earth observation niche of the geospatial industry, cloud infrastructure has caused a revolution. 

 

To serve a larger number of users, the need moves beyond raw technology and towards answers to business 

problems, requiring an array of technology including data, analytics, and delivery mechanisms. The geospatial 

industry is collaborating at a higher level than ever before, and democratisation of the technology is a key driver in 

this. Many companies see collaboration as a means to get to market faster, pairing their expertise with other 

components to create an overall solution in a timely manner. 

 

Evolving ecosystem a growth opportunity  

Leveraging AI technology to branches such as deep learning to automate geospatial analyses is a game-changing 

technology that is driving the demand for new forms of geospatial data at higher volumes. As an evolving solution 

provider, Harris’ biggest challenge is the purposeful application of this advancing technology in a way that is 

meaningful for end users. This requires a blend of geospatial technology expertise and industry subject matter 

expertise. Moreover, given the acceleration of technology innovation and the need to collaborate, we are aggressively 

driving and supporting standards including OGC and STAC. 

 

We are addressing issues such as ease of use and ease of access through the purposeful shift of our business model 

away from providing technology products and towards the delivery of industry solutions. Our deployment methodology 

is rapidly evolving from standalone workstation products to cloud-based applications that have integrated data, 

analytics, and user interfaces. 

Disruption – a boon or bane? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



ttps://www.flickr.com/people/leonardlow/ 
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This newsletter is published by the Surveying and Spatial Services Institute (SSSI), 
Remote Sensing and Photogrammetry (RS&P) Commission. 

Commission Website: www.sssi.org.au/index/commission/5.html 

Commission Chair: Gaby van Wyk  chair.rspc @ sssi.org.au 

Newsletter Editor: Karen Cambrell  kcambrell @ gmail.com 

 

Free webinar: Quickly find, process, and generate products from Landsat-8 imagery 

Harris Geospatial 

To learn more and watch the recorded webinar, visit: http://www.harrisgeospatial.com/Learn/CaseStudies/CaseStudies-

Detail/TabId/2717/ArtMID/10204/ArticleID/22303/Quickly-Find-Process-and-Generate-Products-from-Landsat-8-Imagery-%7C-

Live-Webinar.aspx 

Events 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Developing insights, not data, the key 

Many research organisations have predicted that over the next several years, there will be an oversupply of 

geospatial data, and that the key value proposition for the industry will turn to developing insights through information 

products (IP) and value added services (VAS). The flow of investment into new data forms and analytics 

development validate the prediction, but the successful geospatial organisations will benefit most from the growth of 

the technology evolution by finding ways to penetrate the global economy, through capabilities such as 

standardisation of data and analytics; flexible pricing models/options; and solving business problems for a long tail of 

consumers. 

 

Dr Rita Gunther McGrath has done quite a bit of research on business strategy in uncertain and volatile 

environments, and I believe her work is directly applicable to the geospatial industry today. In short, her thesis is that 

the traditional business model of establishing a unique competitive position and sustaining it for long periods of time 

is no longer relevant. Instead, organisations need to embrace the concept of ‘transient advantage’ and learn to 

launch new strategic initiatives again and again, creating a portfolio of advantages that can be built quickly and 

abandoned just as rapidly. 

 

To read the magazine, visit: https://www.geospatialworld.net/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/geospatial-world-jan-feb-2018-

edition1.pdf?utm_source=Website&utm_campaign=January_2018_magazine&utm_medium=SideBar 
 

 

 

http://www.sssi.org.au/index/commission/5.html

